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Dear Contractor,
When you sign a construction contract with the Port of Oakland and or one its Maritime or
Aviation tenants, you agree to comply with the Maritime and Aviation Project Labor Agreement
(MAPLA). A very important component of the Port of Oakland’s MAPLA is the Social Justice
Program, which focuses on the hiring and retention of local area residents. This Contractor
Information Packet contains important information on the goals and requirements of the program
as well as information on how to comply.
Davillier Sloan, Inc. (DSI) is the administrator of the MAPLA. We believe very strongly that
our goal is to guide and assist contractors in reaching and, when possible, exceeding the goals
of the program. The DSI program manager is Kitty Creech and I am also available if need be.
Please do not hesitate to call upon us.

Sincerely,
Jake Sloan, President
Davillier Sloan, Inc.

1632 12th Street, Oakland CA 94607• Phone (510) 835-7603 Fax (510) 835-7613
Website: www.davillier-sloan.com • E-mail: info@davillier-sloan.com
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WORKING UNDER THE MAPLA 2016
The Port of Oakland strongly urges all contractors working under the Maritime and Aviation Project Labor Agreement (MAPLA)
2016 to thoroughly review the full text of the MAPLA 2016 and to become familiar with all of its provisions. The complete MAPLA
may be found at http://www.portofoakland.com/files/PDF/MAPLA_Agreement_2016.pdf and is also included in the Port’s project
manual. The following list summarizes some of the most important MAPLA provisions, with special focus on those which differ
significantly from the corresponding provisions in previous versions of MAPLA.
•

Letter of Assent

All general contractors and all sub-contractors, regardless of tier, must sign a Letter of Assent (LOA) and agree to be a party to and to
be bound by the total content of the MAPLA. The LOA binds the contractor to the terms of the MAPLA for the awarded project only,
and does not bind any contractor to any union agreement. The original executed LOAs must be filed with the Port Attorney, with a
copy sent to DSI prior to the commencement of work. It is imperative that a contractor working under MAPLA execute the LOA
because the unions will not conduct a pre-job meeting or dispatch workers until a copy of the LOA is on file. The LOA applicable to
the project can be found in the project manual or contact the general contractor.
•

Local Hiring Provisions

Contractors are required to make a good faith effort to reach the following hiring goals.
•






Overall: 50% of all hours are to be worked by Local Impact Area (LIA) residents, on a craft by craft basis, if workers are
available, capable and willing to work on covered projects. The LIA consists of the cities of Oakland, Alameda, San Leandro and
Emeryville.
 Failing that, 50% of all hours are to be worked by Local Business Area (LBA) residents, on a craft by craft basis, if
workers are available, capable and willing to work on covered projects. The LBA includes all cities not mentioned above
in Alameda and Contra Costa Counties.
Apprentice: 20% of all hours, on a craft by craft basis, are to be worked by apprentices;
 100% of all apprentice hours are to be worked by LIA residents, if such apprentices are available, capable and willing to
work on covered projects. Failing that, 100% of all the apprentice hours are to be worked by LBA apprentices.
 25% of apprentice hours shall be worked by Disadvantaged Workers, if available.1
New Hire: General contractor and/or its subcontractor must hire at least 1 New Hire Apprentice2 (NHA) for the first $1M of
construction bid value. For each additional $5M (beyond the first $1M), at least 1 additional New Hire Apprentice shall be hired.
Each NHA must work at least 500 hours, unless waived by Social Justice Committee.
Contractors can obtain up to half credit towards the above goals by utilizing LIA apprentices “off-site” (i.e. non-MAPLA
projects).

Contractors using lower tiered subcontractors are responsible for ensuring their compliance with the local workforce hiring goals. The
goals apply to contractors at all tiers who work on MAPLA covered projects.
Davillier-Sloan, Inc. (DSI) requests a local hiring compliance plan prior to the pre-construction meeting. If you do not have a
copy, please contact the general contractor for the local hiring compliance plan form.
•

Social Justice Trust Fund

On a monthly basis, all general contractors and subcontractors must make a contribution of $0.30 cents per craft hour worked to the
Social Justice Trust Fund. This money will be used to support programs that assist LIA residents to eliminate employment barriers
and gain entry into and remain in the building trades. This fund is not the union’s trust funds. If contracted directly with the Port, the
general contractor shall make its contributions through the progress payment application process, using the form provided in the
project manual. If contracted with a Port tenant, the general contractor shall make monthly contributions directly to the East Bay
Community Foundation, using the form provided in the contractor information packet.

“Disadvantaged Workers” shall mean those LIA residents, prior to commencing Covered Project(s), who meet at least one of the following barriers to employment: (1) is currently homeless;
(2) is currently a custodial single parent; (3) is currently receiving public assistance; (4) has a criminal record or other criminal justice system involvement; (5) has been continuously
unemployed for the previous one year; (6) has been emancipated from the foster care system; (7) is a veteran of the U.S. mili tary; or (8) resides in an Economically Disadvantaged Area.
“Economically Disadvantaged Area” means a zip code within the LIA and that includes a census tract or portion thereof in whic h the median household income is less than $40,000 per year, as
measured and reported by the U.S. Census Bureau in the 2010 U.S. Census, and as updated by the U.S. Census Bureau in its Median Annual Househol d Income data by census tract in the
American Community Survey.
2
“New Hire Apprentice” means a LIA resident who, on the date that such individual is hired or assigned to perform the applicable Covered Project(s), is newly enrolled (for fewer than two
years for List Trades and fewer than one year for all other non-List Trades) in a Joint Labor-Management apprenticeship program that is currently registered with the State of California’s
Division of Apprenticeship Standards.
1
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•

Prevailing Wages

All employees covered by the MAPLA shall be classified in accordance with work performed and paid the hourly wage rates for those
classifications in compliance with the applicable prevailing rate determination. On contracts federally funded or assisted, the
contractors shall pay California and/or Federal prevailing wages, whichever is higher. For current information on the prevailing wage
for each craft go to the Department of Industrial Relations at www.dir.ca.gov. In accordance with MAPLA 2016 Article 15, Wages
and Benefits, Section 2, if a wage increase negotiated in a local agreement becomes the prevailing wage under state law, the
Contractor will pay that rate retroactive to the effective date of the locally negotiated wage increase.
The Port of Oakland uses a Web Accessed Monitoring System (WAMS) to monitor compliance with federal and state prevailing wage
laws. All firms doing business with the Port on construction and applicable professional services must register with Elation Systems at
https://www.elationsys.com/app/registration. To ask questions concerning the Elation Systems contact the help desk at
support@elationsystems.com, (925) 924-0340 or Donna Cason, Port of Oakland at (510) 627-1252. E-mail: dcason@portoakland.com
•

Using Non-Union Workers

The MAPLA Core Employee provisions apply only to non-signatory contractors (i.e., contractors who are not a party to a
current Master Labor Agreement applicable to the work of the contract). A non-signatory contractor may use up to five (5) of its
own “core” employees, provided that the first worker hired comes from the applicable union. The second worker will be a core, the
third worker from the union, fourth worker will be a core worker, and so forth. Lay-offs will be in the reverse order. All core
employees are required to pay union initiation fees and representation fees. Non-signatory contractors should note that they are
required to make payment on behalf of core employees into the established labor-management vacation, pension or other forms of
deferred compensation plans, apprenticeship, and health benefit funds for each hour worked.
To be considered as a Core Employee under the MAPLA, the employee:
• Must possess any license required by state or federal law for the project work performed.
• Must have worked a total of at least one thousand (1,000) hours in the applicable construction craft during the prior three (3)
years.
• Must have been on the contractor’s active payroll for at least sixty (60) days out of the one hundred eighty (180) calendar days
prior to the contract award date.
• Must have the ability to perform safely the basic functions of the applicable trade.
•

Trucking

The MAPLA covers any trucking on a construction site and performance of Construction Trucking (i.e. the delivery of ready-mix,
asphalt, aggregate, sand or other fill material that are directly incorporated into the construction process of the Covered Project(s), as
well as the off-hauling of debris, excess fill, material, mud, dirt, ground asphalt, or concrete rubble). The MAPLA coverage includes
Owner-Operators. Truckers shall execute a LOA, unless exempted. Certified payrolls must be submitted for each vehicle hauling to,
from and on the site.
•

Substance Abuse Testing

Contractors should be aware that the cost of substance abuse testing should be factored into the bid. The MAPLA has a uniform
substance abuse policy. All craft employees, including your core employees, must be tested for controlled substances before
they start work at the job site. Testing is done through DISA, Inc. For information, contact Pamela Juan: (707) 750-5218 or
pamela.juan@disa.com.
•

Pre-Job Conferences

The general contractor and all lower tiered subcontractors working on-site shall attend a pre-job conference with the Building and
Construction Trades Council of Alameda County prior to start of construction. Participation in the pre-job meeting is mandatory.
Working with the MAPLA Administrator, the general contractor will schedule the pre-job conference at least 3 weeks prior to work
beginning on-site.
MAPLA Administration Team
Jake Sloan, Davillier-Sloan, Inc.
T: (510) 385-1242 / F: (510) 835-7613
jake@davillier-sloan.com

Kitty Creech, Davillier-Sloan, Inc.
T: (510) 835-7603x24 / F: (510) 835-7613
kitty@davillier-sloan.com
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GUIDEBOOK OVERVIEW
This MAPLA 2016 Guidebook has been developed for contractor’s reference and highlights the requirements,
submittals and timeliness necessary to be compliant with the MAPLA. The complete MAPLA may be obtained
from
the
bid
specifications
prior
to
award
or
prime
contractor
or
at
http://www.portofoakland.com/files/PDF/MAPLA_Agreement_2016.pdf. The Port of Oakland urges
contractors working under the MAPLA to review it in its entirety and to become familiar with its provisions and
should be especially aware of some important traditional and non-traditional components of the MAPLA.
Prior to Construction Prime contractor is ultimately responsible for submission for all lower tier subcontractors.
1.

As needed or requested, attend kick off meeting. The prime contractor may be asked to meet with DSI to
review MAPLA requirements. This provides an opportunity before work begins to answer questions on
logistics, procedures, new hire apprentices, etc. This meeting may be scheduled in conjunction with
other kick off meetings or may stand alone.

2.

Prime contractor shall complete the following forms (see required forms section) and submit to DSI at
least three (3) weeks prior to starting work on-site:
a. Project Information form (PIF) and complete list of subcontractors
b. Pre-job Conference Request form
c. Collect and provide executed Letters of Assent (LOAs) and Local Hiring Compliance Plans (LHCP)
from every tier contractor

3.

Prime contractor shall attend, assure the attendance of all tier contractors and answer project related
questions at the Building Trades Council (BTC) pre-job meeting. Date to be set prior to work beginning
on-site.

4.

As needed, non-signatory contractors shall work with applicable union(s) to sign up and dispatch
qualified core employees prior to start of work.

5.

Prime contractor shall set up subcontractors in the Port’s electronic web accessed monitoring system.
Subcontractors, in turn, shall set up lower tier subcontractors.

6.

All contractors shall set up substance abuse testing for all employees, including core employees prior to
start of work on-site. Testing is done through the DISA office.

During Construction 1.

As needed, contractors shall employ Local Impact Area (LIA) residents to reach the local hiring goals.
The following are the good faith steps that a contractor can take to demonstrate they have made every
effort to reach the local hiring goals:
a. Submit local hire compliance plan form;
b. Attend pre job meeting and discuss any local hire concerns before beginning covered project;
c. Use “Name Call” and “Rehire” or other programs to reach goals when they are available as part of
the hiring hall dispatch procedures;
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d. Maintain copies of all dispatch requests for LIA residents along with Union responses and submit to
DSI through the prime contractor;
e. Request a worker from all currently designated Workforce Development Centers, consistent with
Article 8 of the MAPLA, if the Unions cannot provide LIA residents to the contractor upon request;
f. Sponsor LIA residents and Disadvantaged Workers for apprenticeship, when possible;
g. Meet with the DSI or the Social Justice Committee (“SJC”) upon request to resolve compliance
issues;
h. Submit copies of DAS form 140 to Port’s SRD and DSI upon request.

2.

On a weekly basis, all contractors performing work on-site shall submit certified payroll reports (CPR),
including trucking firms into the Port’s electronic web assessed monitoring system.

3.

On a monthly basis, prime contractor shall make contributions to the Social Justice Trust Fund. If the
prime contractor has a contract with the Port, these contributions will be deducted from the monthly
progress payment application. If prime contractor has a contract with a Maritime or Aviation tenant, the
prime contractor shall fill out 00825R1 form and submit on a monthly basis.

4.

As needed, prime contractor shall work with DSI to schedule follow up pre-job meetings, including but
not limited to providing LOAs, LHCPs and pre-job request form.

5.

As needed, prime contractor shall collect and submit trucking forms to DSI for trucking firms who have
performed MAPLA covered work.

6.

As needed, prime contractor shall attend compliance meetings with DSI and may be invited to attend
Social Justice Committee meeting(s) to discuss compliance issues.

7.

As needed, DSI will conduct site visits on-site.
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REQUIRED FORMS
The required forms pictured in this document are for reference only. Electronic copies of the forms will be
emailed to you by MAPLA Administrator, DSI. All filled out forms for the covered work must be submitted to
prime contractor and if complete, will provide to DSI project manager, Kitty Creech.

Project Information (prior to construction)
The Project Information Form, filled out by the prime contractor only, must be submitted within seven
(7) business days of the Notice of Award. This form is utilized to collect information from the prime
about the covered project, related scope of work as well as the prime contractor’s project manager and
certified payroll contact.
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Subcontractor List (prior to construction)
The Subcontractor List, filled out by the prime contractor only, must be submitted within seven (7)
business days of the Notice of Award. The list must be updated by the prime contractor during
construction and as needed. This form is utilized to collect information from the prime about all tiers of
all subcontractors and related contact information, contractor’s license, scope of work, submission of
Letter of Assent and union affiliation.
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Letter of Assent (LOA) (prior to construction)
Prime Contractor
The prime contractor must fill out and submit a Letter of Assent for itself, and cause all lower
tiers of subcontractors to do the same. This form must be submitted at least three (3) weeks prior
to starting work on-site.
Lower Tier Subs
All tiers of all subcontractors must fill out and submit a Letter of Assent for themselves and
submit the form to their prime contractor. The prime contractor is responsible for collecting the
submitted LOAs and providing to DSI at least three (3) weeks prior to subcontractors starting
work on-site.
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Local Hiring Compliance Plan (prior to construction)
Prime Contractor
The prime contractor must submit a Local Hiring Compliance Plan (LHCP). The LHCPs are to
be submitted in conjunction with the Pre-Job Conference Request form and the LOA at least
three (3) weeks prior to the prime contractor’s first day of on-site construction. The LHCP asks
for pertinent covered project information, contract contact information, trades being utilized by
the prime contractor, union signatory status and information used to determine potential
sponsorship of new apprentices. There is information requested if the prime contractor wants to
set up a follow-up meeting if necessary. There is also an overview of the good faith efforts on the
back of the LHCP.
Lower Tier Subs
All tiers of all subcontractors must submit a Local Hiring Compliance Plan to the prime
contractor who will review for completeness and submit to DSI.

To be executed by every tier contractor at every tier
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Pre-Job Conference Request (prior to construction)
The Pre-Job Conference Request form, filled out by prime contractor only, must be submitted to the DSI
at least three (3) weeks prior to first day of on-site construction. The prime contractor must detail the
project that they are requesting the pre-job meeting for as well as the general scope, project manager
name and contact information, the contract amount and start date. The prime contractor must also list all
subcontractors participating in the noted pre-job, as well as information related to the project. The Prime
Contractor must also provide each listed subcontractor’s contact person and related contact information,
California State Licensing Board number and indicate prior or current submission of the mandatory
Letter of Assent.
There may be more than one pre-job meeting requested, and therefore conducted, to meet the schedule
of on-boarding subcontractors for the project. The Pre-Job Conference Request form may be submitted
as many times as necessary to ensure that all tiers of all subcontractors performing covered work have
described their work on the project, the trades that they assigned the work to, start and stop dates, and
any other pertinent information necessary to ensure that the parameters of the MAPLA is fully
delineated and understood by all parties performing covered work. As with the first Pre-Job Conference
Request form, submission must be at least three (3) weeks prior to the prime contractor or any tier of
subcontractor’s first day of on-site construction.

To be filled in by prime contractor only.
Include contractors at every tier and provide LOAs and LHCPs for each.
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Social Justice Trust Fund (during construction)
$0.30 per every craft hour worked shall be collected for the Social Justice Labor Management
Cooperation Trust Fund. These funds support workforce development and local organizations.
Contract with Port
The monthly contribution will be withheld from the progress payment application. Calculation of
how much will be deducted is based on number of hours by each contractor worked during the
payment application period multiplied by the $0.30. See form below for details.
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Contract with Maritime and Aviation tenant
Prime contractors for tenant MAPLA covered work shall collect the monthly contribution from
each subcontractor and submit directly to the East Bay Community Foundation with a copy to
Social Responsibility Division and DSI. See form below for details.
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Disadvantaged Worker and New Hire Credit Request Form (during construction)
1) One of the local hire requirements is that 25% of all apprentice hours shall be performed by
Disadvantaged Workers. To receive credit, the prime contractor shall submit the below form to DSI
for each Disadvantaged Worker hired. DSI may request additional information and or perform a site
visit to validate information.
Disadvantaged Workers shall mean those LIA residents, prior to commencing Covered Project(s), who
meet at least one of the following barriers to employment: (1) is currently homeless; (2) is currently a
custodial single parent; (3) is currently receiving public assistance; (4) has a criminal record or other
criminal justice system involvement; (5) has been continuously unemployed for the previous one year;
(6) has been emancipated from the foster care system; (7) is a veteran of the U.S. military; or (8) resides
in an Economically Disadvantaged Area. “Economically Disadvantaged Area” means a zip code within
the LIA and that includes a census tract or portion thereof in which the median household income is less
than $40,000 per year, as measured and reported by the U.S. Census Bureau in the 2010 U.S. Census,
and as updated by the U.S. Census Bureau in its Median Annual Household Income data by census tract
in the American Community Survey.
2) An additional local hire requirement is for each construction contract, the prime contractor and/or its
subcontractors must hire at least one (1) LIA resident as a New Hire Apprentice for the first one
million dollars ($1 million) of construction bid value. For each additional five million dollars ($5
million) of construction bid value (beyond the first $1 million), a Contractor and/or its
subcontractors must hire at least one (1) additional LIA resident as a New Hire Apprentice. To
receive credit, the prime contractor shall submit the below form to DSI for each Disadvantaged
Worker hired. DSI may request additional information and or perform a site visit to validate
information.
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Disadvantaged Worker Validation Form (during construction)
If DSI is unable to validate a Disadvantaged Worker during a site visit, the contractor may be asked to
complete the validation form below.
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Contractor Credit Request Form (during construction)
Contractors may receive up to ½ credit towards the local hiring goals for employing LIA residents on
non-MAPLA projects. In order to receive such credit, contractors shall submit the Contractor Credit
Request form and supportive documentation for review and validation. As with all documentation,
subcontractors shall provide to the prime contractor who will review for completeness and submit to
DSI. No credit for other work will be allowed until the contractor has demonstrated good faith effort to
reach the goals on covered work and received written approval from DSI.
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TRUCKING INFORMATION & FORMS
The MAPLA covers any trucking on a construction site and performance of Construction Trucking (i.e. the delivery of
ready-mix, asphalt, aggregate, sand or other fill material that are directly incorporated into the construction process of
the Covered Project(s), as well as the off-hauling of debris, excess fill, material, mud, dirt, ground asphalt, or concrete
rubble). The MAPLA coverage includes Owner-Operators. Truckers shall execute a LOA, unless exempted. Certified
payrolls must be submitted for each vehicle hauling to, from and on the site.
The prime contractor is responsible for collecting and submitting to DSI the applicable trucking forms within in five (5)
business days after the driver first performs. Prime contractor shall assure certified payrolls are submitted on a timely
basis.
Explanation of what type of driver fills out which form(s):
• Drivers who are employees of brokers = Form A
• Drivers who are not employees of brokers but still consent to being covered by the MAPLA = Forms A and B
• Drivers who seek an exemption from MAPLA = Form C
Explanation of the three (3) forms:
1. Form A = 1st page of questionnaire
2. Form B = LOA
3. Form C = full questionnaire
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See trucking excerpts from the MAPLA below.
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ELECTRONIC CERTIFIED PAYROLL
Before starting work on-site, the general contractor shall register and setup list of subcontractors for the project in the
Port’s electronic web assessed monitoring system, Elation Systems. Below are instructions on how to register. Once
work begins, on a weekly basis, all contractors performing work on-site shall submit certified payroll reports (CPR),
including trucking firms into the Port’s electronic web assessed monitoring system, including statements of nonperformance. Once a contractor’s work is complete, contractor will submit and denote ‘final’ CPR.
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SUBSTANCE ABUSE TESTING
Before starting work on-site, all contractor’s, at every tier, craft employees, including core employees, must be tested
for controlled substances and pass before they start work at the job site. Testing is done through DISA, Inc. If your
company does not already have an account with DISA, see attached registration forms. For additional information,
contact Pamela Juan: cell: (713) 819-3939, office: (707) 750-5218 or pamela.juan@disa.com.

Completed forms may be faxed to: 713-972-3449 or emailed to: newaccounts@disa.com
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